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Abstract— DDoS (Distributed denial of service) attacks are the most common network attacks that had caused a serious
economic loss so it is has to been stopped as early as possible to protect network damage. Earlier solutions for this
problem are based on port-hopping between pairs of processors which are synchronous or exchange acknowledgments
.Our main aim is to detect the malicious connection from the normal ones by using decision tree analysis and protect the
server from attackers .In this paper we understand the packet flow ratio from normal connections and then from
abnormal situation if the ratio of the packet flow differs from the normal ratio we distinguish normal and malicious
connections.
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1.Introduction
The main aim is to detect the malicious connections from the normal ones and there is no need to modify particular
protocols.We have to design a system that should fit in any network topology and the traceback procedure should be
efficient.Major categories of attacks during 2006 were viruses insider abuse of access unauthorised access of DDoS attacks.
However, attackers can also take of a service from using that service by flooding messages to the corresponding server,
which forms a Denial of Service these advantages to prevent legitimate users (DoS) attack.
A. DDoS
There are several types of such attacks. An attacker can possibly launch a DDoS attack by studying the flaws of network
protocols or applications and then sending malformed packets which might cause the corresponding features of the Internet,
openness and protocols or applications getting into a faulty state. DDoS attacks are classified into flodding and logic attacks.
In flooding attack the victim is overloaded with a large amount of traffic thus consuming resourses. Examples of flooding
attacs is the TCP/SYN flooding. Logic attacks are however based on exploiting the vulnerabilities in the target system and
can be carried out even with a single well packet.
B. IP Traceback
In DoS/DDoS attack, attacker uses fake source IP addresses to make tracing and stopping of DoS difficult. This technique is
called IP spoofing. This technique involves the manipulation of the source IP address in the IP header of a transmitted packet.
This gives the attacker a form of anonymity. It is difficult to solve problem of IP Spoofing because of lack of security
features in TCP/IP specifications. Use of cryptographic authentication , IP trace back are some of the approaches used to
handle forged IP source addresses . The purpose of IP traceback is to identify the true IP address of a host originating attack
packets. IP trace back is vital for quickly restoring normal network functionality and preventing reoccurrences.
C. Existing IP Traceback Technique
There is no intrinsic support to identify the real sources of IP packets in the Internet architecture, so different techniques have
been proposed to provide traceback capability. Existing trace back schemes can be roughly categorized into three distinct
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categories they are traditional, marking and logging. In traditional scheme, victim develops an attack signature, consisting of
some data common and unique to the attack traffic. A query including the attack signature is then sent hop-by-hop to each
router along the path.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many network-based solutions against DDoS attacks. These solutions usually use routers or overlay networks to
filter malicious traffic. In this paper, we focus on application-based mitigation. The propose an ack-based protocol focusing
on the communication only between two parties, modeled as sender and receiver. The receiver sends back an
acknowledgment for every message received from the sender, and the sender uses these acknowledgments as signals to
change the destination numbers of its messages. Since this protocol is ack-based, time synchronization is not necessary.
A. System Model Definition
We focus on the problem that an adversary wants to subvert the communication of client-server application by attacking their
communication. We assume that there exists a preceding authentication procedure which enables the server to distinguish the
messages from the legitimate clients. We also assume that every client is honest which means any execution of the client is
based on the protocol and clients will not reveal the random function to the adversary.
III.Proposed System Architecture
In this section, we will present the proposed detection and traceback system. It includes an artificial intelligence based (AIbased) classifier for DDoS detection and a traffic-flow pattern matcher for comparing traffic signatures and for tracing back
DDoS attacks.We propose an ack-based port-hopping protocol focusing on the communication only between two parties,
modeled as sender and receiver.The aim of all the traceback approaches is to identify the sources of attacking traffic but
path reconstruction algorithms actually reveal the identity of first router on the path. A better approach would be to find an
algorithm that reveals the identity of first router without requiring the participation of all the routers on the path. The receiver
sends back an acknowledgment for every message received from the sender, and the sender uses these acknowledgments as
signals to change the destination port numbers of its messages. Since the attacker can forge any field in the IP header, he
can't falsify the Time to live (TTL) field. The TTL is an 8-bit field that determines the maximum number of hops a datagram
can traverse. Each router decrements the TTL value by 1, after forwarding the datagram. The problem of determining the first
router on the path can be solved by using this field. Thus, even though the attacker can launch the directed attack due to the
lost of acknowledgment packets, the sender and receiver can continue the communication by reinitializing the protocol.
IV.Blacklist Extraction And Updation
The flooding DoS attack uses IP spoofing. The problem of this Source address spoofing can be solved by a technique called
Ingress Filtering, in which the router discards the packets with illegitimate source addresses. The extraction of source
address can be checked from the network id part of the IP address. A serious limitation of this technique arises when the
attacker forgets the address to the one that belongs to the same network as the attacker's host and updates the attackers host.
V. Algorithm
Step 1:The algorithm used here is path reconstruction algorithm for the purpose of faster convergence and capability of
tracing any type of DoS attack
Step 2:Path reconstruction algorithms actually reveal the identity of first router on the path. A better approach would be
finding an algorithm that reveals the identity of first router without requiring the participation of all the routers on the path.
Step 3:Since the attacker can forge any field in the IP header, he can’t falsify the Time to live (TTL) field. The TTL is an 8bit field that determines the maximum number of hops a datagram can traverse. Each router decrements the TTL value by 1,
after forwarding the datagram. The problem of determining the first router on the path can be solved by using this field.
VI. Performance Evaluation
Network Simulator (ns-2.31) at network layer to measure the delay for the marked traffic as compared to the normal
(unmarked) traffic. The simulator was running on an Intel based machine having 1.7 GHz processor and 512 MB of main
memory. The internal files of ns-2.31 were modified to incorporate packet marking in it. The simulated topology is shown in
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figure 1. The size of the topology doesn't matter because all the delay incur at the first router only. Traffic originated from
node 0 and was destined for node 30.
3. For this traffic, node 0 acts as the first router on the path. Traffic consisted of TCP packets of 1040 bytes carrying FTP
data. The additional time taken by marked traffic is just 0.8 milliseconds. Similar delay is also observed.

Figure 1 Nam Simulation for DDoS Detection ScenarioD. Packet Distribution With Blacklist Identification

Figure 2 Performance chart for packet throughput with DDoS Detection
VII.TRACEBACK RATIO
The traceback mechanism is calculated using now [expr $bw0/$time*8/261000] and is shown in Table 1
Table 1 shows the traceback file.
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VIII. Conclusion
The development of IP traceback techniques is motivated by different DDoS attacks in recent years. With the development of
traceback technique, more complex DoS attacks can be launched. However, IP traceback is the first step in identifying the
attacker behind the attacks. The effectiveness of any traceback technique depends primarily on its overhead, convergence and
the ability to trace any type of DoS attack. The DDoS traceback technique presented here is capable
of tracing any type of DoS attack because we can trace even a single packet. Today there is a need of practical
implementation of an effective technique so that IP traceback could be carried out in real time across the internet.
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